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A prosodic account of truncation 
in child language*
Paula Fikkcrt
1, Introduction
The goal of this paper is to consider whether data from phonological develop­
ment can be accounted for by the principles and parameters of phonological the- 
oiy as developed by McCarthy & Prince, and others. I will explore the nature of 
the process of ‘truncation’, which involves the radical shortening of a form, and 
therefore corresponds to a reduction of the number of syllables. It will be shown 
that truncation in child language is not a deletion process, but rather involves 
mapping a melody to a specified template. In this way it resembles true templatic 
systems like that of Arabic, which has been fruitfully analysed using the device of 
prosodic circumscription (McCarthy & Prince 1990). Truncation is not only 
commonly found in child language, but is also attested in adult languages, for 
example nickname and stump-word formation in English (McCarthy & Prince 
1986, 1990; Jespersen 1922) and hypocoristics and abbreviations in Japanese 
‘(Poser 1984, Mester 1988, ltd 1991). English nicknames are formed by mapping 
the melody of the full name onto the minimal foot template that may appear alone 
or with an affix like -i, as in Geri(ie) from ‘Gertrude’, Ed(die) from ‘Edwin’ and 
Alffie) from ‘Alfred’.
Truncated forms in child language, however, show an interesting pattern in the 
development towards the adult target. On the assumption that all intermediate 
stages in the course oflanguage acquisition are constrained by general principles 
of phonological theory, the hypothesis adopted here is that it should be possible 
to describe these developmental patterns in terms of the basic prosodic categories 
proposed within current theory: the mora, syllable, foot and prosodic word 
(McCarthy & Prince, 1986, 1990, and others). The structure of the paper is as 
follows. First, I will show that disyllabic words with initial stress behave differ­
ently in the process of truncation from disyllabic words with final stress. Second,
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I will describe the developmental stages in the production of disyllabic words. 
Finally, I will give a formal account of the different patterns of truncation.
The data to be discussed here are taken from a corpus of spontaneous speech 
data from 12 children learning Dutch as their first language. They varied in age 
between 0; lOand 1; 11 at the start ofa one year period of data collection.
2. Truncation: the special status of words with final stress
Truncation, also referred to as the deletion of unstressed syllables,1 is frequently 
mentioned in the literature on child language. Unstressed, particularly non-final 
syllables, are said to be especially vulnerable to truncation (Ingram 1976, 1978, 
1989; Allen & Hawkins 1978,'1980; Echols 1987, 1988, among others). A priori, 
if the process involved just deletion of unstressed syllables, then we would ex­
pect deletion of such syllables to take place both in disyllables with initial stress 
and in disyllables with final stress. If we compare the two types of disyllabic 
words in the Dutch child data two observations can be made. The first is that 
although disyllabic words with initial stress are occasionally truncated, truncation 
in such words is far less common than in disyllabic words with final stress. If the 
process involved just deletion of an unstressed syllable, this difference would not 
be expected. Table 1 summarises the deletion of unstressed syllables in disyllabic 
words with initial and final stress.
The second observation is that disyllabic words which have final stress in the 
adult language show more stress errors than disyllabic words with initial stress. 
Stress errors refer to both stress misplacement and to level stress. These terms 
will become clear later on. Table 2 gives the percentages of stress errors per 
word-type. Monosyllabic forms are left out. Thus the percentages refer to disyl­
labic productions of these (disyllabic) word-types.2
Disyllabic words with final stress clearly behave differently from disyllabic
/
Table i. Percentages of truncatedforms
target word-type bjlTw OwCT,
Jarmo 5% 92%
Tom 5% 48%
Elke 4% 94%
Noortje 5% 57%
Leon* 1% 29%
Robin 1% 41%
Tirza 7% 62%
Eva 9% 100%
Catootje 2% 11%
Eva 2 0% 76%
Enzo 4% 23%
teonie 0% 14%
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Table 2, Percentages of stress errors
target word-type ->■ ovow
Jamio 3% 0%
Tom 5% 29%
Hike 3% 75%
Noortjc 2% 42%
Leon 7% 12%
Robin 6% 51%
Tirza 10% 26%
Eva 6% 0%
Catootjc 3% 33%
Eva 2 17% 18%
Enzo 5% 11%
Leonie 12% 60%
words with initial stress: they are more prone to truncation and stress errors. 
From this we can conclude that foot structure is crucial in explaining the different 
behaviour of stress-final disyllables. Before proceeding to this explanation, I will 
describe the developmental patterns of disyllabic words with final stress.
3. Developmental stages
Four developmental stages can be distinguished in the production of disyllabic 
words with final stress. At the first stage, these words are produced as monosyl­
lables. The stressed syllable of the adult target is the one that is produced at this 
stage, as the data in (1) show:3
eJ adult Robin
konijn ‘rabbit* /koi'nein/ I'teïnl, i*ta:in] (i;7)
ballon ‘balloon* /»ba’bn/ [’Ioni, l'bryma] d;7)
trompet ‘trumpcf /»trom'pct/ t’pitl d;9)
banaan ‘banana’ /baj'na:n/ l’painj (1;10)
muziek ‘music’ /my:’sl:k/ l'siik] (2;0)
banaan ’banana? /bai'nain/ Ì‘ba:nj (2;l)
Minocs (name) /mi:'nu:s/ L*nu:s] (2;4)
During the second stage, both syllables of the adult word are produced, but with 
stress on the first syllable, as the data in (2) show:
<2> Slage2 ad,,It Robin
ballon‘balloon’ /.ba'bn/ I'bu^nl (2;1)
gitaar ‘guitar’ /xi''ta:r/ ['sfcta:], fsittou] (2;I)
giraf‘giraffe’ /Jiiraf7 rji:af] (2;1)
raisschien ‘maybe’ /,mis'xi:n/ [’misi:) (2;3)
At stage 3, the words are produced with level stress, that is, both syllables are 
realised with an equal stress level, as is shown in (3):
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adult Robin
Aba’lon/ [Txrn’dyn] (2;D
Akaslc:!/ [teMeaj] (2;1)
/baton/ [,ma;,na;n] <2;2)
Amis’xi:n/ fjpfciin], [Wzsn] (2;3)
/vci'se’7 pvei'se:] <2;3)
(3) Stage 3
ballon ‘balloon’ 
kasteel ‘castle* 
banaan ‘banana* 
misschien ‘maybe’
WC ‘toilet*
At the final stage, the words are produced with an adult-like stress pattern (4):
(4) Stage 4
misschien ‘maybe* 
konijn ‘rabbit* 
kameel ‘camel* 
muziek ‘music*
The transitions between stages are always gradual. There will be forms from both 
the previous and following stages, which may obscure the developmental pattern. 
Although there seem to be individual differences, the basic pattern is quite clear, 
however.
adult Robin
IjXÜS'tilTlf Lmi’sta] (2;3)
/koAirin/ Lko'ndnJ <2;4)
/ka [¿Krtnero] (2;4)
/myi’si'k/ tmyi’siik] (2;4)
4» Formal account
Two points in these data are crucial. First, the stressed syllable of the adult word 
is always maintained, and second, the stressed syllable of the adult word need 
not be stressed in the child’s form. If stress were a segmental property, stress 
should always be on the same syllable, that is, it could never appear on the first 
syllable of a word like konijn ‘rabbit’ /koi’nein/. But stress can appear on the first 
syllable of konijn in the child’s language, which clearly shows the independence 
of stress from the strings of segments, a state of affairs typical of languages with 
true templatic morphology.
At the first stage, the child selects the segmental material from the most salient 
syllable, or rather, the foot in which this stressed syllable is contained. The fact 
that disyllabic words with initial stress, which form one foot in the adult lan­
guage, are rarely truncated suggests that it is indeed a foot that is picked out and 
not just the stressed syllable. Trisyllabic words with medial stress confirm this, 
since words like vakantie ‘holiday’ /vai’kansfc/ are never truncated to just one 
syllable. If they are truncated, .the last two syllables are realised, as in ['kansi:], 
which is a foot in the adult target. The base of the truncated forms is invariably 
the stressed foot in the adult target The segmental material of this foot is then 
mapped onto a trochaic template, a left-headed foot. This can be said to be the 
minimal word, Wdmm-4 The process is similar to that of prosodic circumscription 
(McCarthy & Prince 1990), which limits the domain of rules to less than a mor­
phological constituent by dividing a base into two parts: the kernel a prosodic 
constituent and the residue. In our case, the child ‘prosodically circumscribes’
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the foot which contains at least a stressed syllable at the right edge, copies the 
segmental material contained in it, and maps this onto a trochaic template, as in 
(5). The residue of the word is lost, probably by ‘stray erasure’, i.e. it is not real­
ised because it does not fit into the word template (but cf. footnote 3),
(5) w
A
C* CTi
ballon ‘balloon' /,ba'fon/
Y
Aa, (aw) 
['lonj, rbynwj
adult child
/.bo'bn/ I'ba'ma] Robin (i;7)
/,ba'lon/ ['bo:nii:] Catootje (1;10)
/Jlr’raf/ [TiafoJ Catootje (2;0)
/koi'nein/ [*nejie] Tom (i;S)
/Jii'raf/ ['vafaj Tom U;5)
/koi'nein/ t*to1dnö] Noortje (2;7)
/koi’nein/ tttoleinal Noortje (2;8)
Robin (1;7)
Two additional observations should be made. First, it is not unusual for an extra 
syllable to be produced after a final stressed syllable, as in ['bo'ma]. Examples 
are given in (6):
(6) Extra final syllables
ballon ‘balloon’ 
ballon ‘balloon' 
giraf‘giraffe* 
konijn ‘rabbit’ 
giraf‘giraffe* 
konijn ‘rabbit* 
konijn ‘rabbit’
These data confirm that the child does not copy segmental material with its pro­
sodic structure, because there would be no reason to expand the form with mate­
rial absent in the adult target. The data provide further evidence for the trochaic 
template, since an optimal trochee consists of a strong syllable followed by a 
weak one. The extra syllable fills the weak branch of the foot. There is no weak 
branch to fill in disyllabic words with initial stress, since this is already filled. 
This explains why the addition of an extra syllable for such words is not attested.
More generally, we often find monosyllabic words produced as disyllables, as 
shown in (7):
(7) Monosyllables realised as disyllables
adult child
trein ‘train’ hxzml I'teinal Noortje (2;5)
tuin ‘garden* /Iccyn/ ['tocyna] Noortje (2;5)
dik ‘thick* Aiik/ ['kiko] Noortje <2;6)
thee ‘tca’ hal [itip] Noortje (2;7)
aap ‘monkey’ /*a:p/ [‘ajpaJ Tom ü;4)
boot ‘boat’ /*bo:t/ I'boito}] Tom (I;5)
beer ‘bear’ /bc:r/ IW M Tom <I;6)
Ingram (1978) mentions this phenomenon, and suggests that the reason for add­
ing an extra vowel at the end of words is to make the production of the final con­
sonant easier. However, he also mentions that it is frequently the case that the 
final consonant is not produced. Nevertheless, an extra syllable is often produced
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adult child *
/.koste:!/ [tasa'su]] Tïrza (UH)
totoeintjos/ [fcanntoeintjas] Tirza (2;6)
/kai'me.’l/ [Iditevmoi] Tom <l;7)
/,balona/ [fxiufo'lonra) Bike <2;4)
/koi’nein/ [Hoto’teinJ Noortje <2;7)
/Icai'mc:!/ I'kanojneiw] Noortje (2 ;»)
by reduplication of the word, as in pnene) for French nez. Furthermore, if the 
reason for adding an extra vowel to the end of words is to make the realisation of 
the final consonant easier, then we would expect this to be found in disyllabic 
words with initial stress ending in a consonant too, like Robin and pinguin. Such 
forms are non-existent. Addition of medial syllables (or vowels) is not expected 
under Ingram’s account. However, notice that there are a few words which have 
an extra syllable medially:
(8) Extra syllable medially
kasteel ‘castle’ 
konijntjes ‘rabbits’Cdim.) 
kameel 'camel* 
ballonnen ‘balloons* 
konijn ‘rabbit* 
kameel ‘camel’
Here again the reason for adding an extra syllable could be to make a complete 
foot. In (6), (7), and (8) an extra position is available in the foot template, which 
is absent in disyllabic words with initial stress.
During the second stage, the child's form contains two syllables. The segmen­
tal material of both syllables of the adult word is mapped onto the child’s tro­
chaic template, as in (9). Foot, structure is not copied; otherwise neither stage 2 
nor stage 3 could be explained, since the stress pattern in the child’s form differs 
from that of the adult target.
(9) W W/\ I
F- F FII /\,
ffw o* \°w)
ballon ‘balloon* /.ba'IonI ['buiraj Robin (2; 1)
However, it is not clear what the child has circumscribed in this case. It cannot 
be a foot, since the two syllables do not form a foot in the adult target. It could 
either be a window of two syllables, which again is not a single prosodic cate­
gory, or alternatively it could be the whole word. Although the latter is a prosodic 
category, this solution does not work either, as trisyllables show: It appears that if 
trisyllabic words with stress on the first and third syllables, like ooievaar ‘stork’ 
/’oip.fair/ and krokodil ‘crocodile’ /.krodcoj'dil/, are truncated to disyllables, the 
first and the third syllables are produced. This suggests that the child’s aim is a 
realising two syllables. It selects the segmental material from the stressed ele­
ments. These elements do not form a prosodic unit in the adult target. But given 
that the child had already selected one syllable from the target for its previous 
monosyllabic realisation, it now only has to select one new syllable. This syllable 
has to be concatenated to the previous monosyllabic form. The first syllable (the
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leftmost syllable) of the target is selected, which is then concatenated to the 
child’s form. This form is mapped onto the trochaic template. The child’s form at 
the previous stage is thus very important, as is the independence of stress from 
the melodic tier.
At the third stage, the child begins to see that the adult word consists of more 
than one foot. It might therefore hypothesise that it consists of two feet, resulting 
in level stress, as in (10). This is not an option available in the adult language, 
since the main stress rule always assigns main stress to one of the feet in the 
word. Maybe the child is not yet aware of the main stress rule, or, alternatively, 
he thinks that the adult word is actually made up of two words:
(10)
r f F F/\. /\
Ow CT, (Gw) (^w)
ballon ‘balloon’ /.bo'fon/ [’ban 'don] Robin (2; 1)
The prediction that medial and final extra syllables can fill the template is borne 
out by the data in (6), (7) and (8).
At the final stage of the development, the child knows that the adult word 
consists of one foot plus something else, possibly either a foot or something 
which is not a full foot. It is not entirely clear what is happening here. Either the 
child destresses the first foot (which becomes degenerate) or it acquires the adult 
main stress rule (resulting in main stress on the second foot). The representation 
has become adult-like.
This account explains why disyllabic words with initial stress are rarely trun­
cated: the child circumscribes the stressed foot and maps this onto a trochaic 
template. Since the adult word is already a trochaic foot, these forms fit immedi­
ately. There is no reason for the child to alter the pattern. This also explains the 
absence of stress errors in these words.
One could posit that children merely want to have stress on the first syllable. 
This, however, is no more than a description without explanatory power. There 
are many ways to get initial stress: by deletion of the first unstressed syllable, by 
stress shift, or by adding an extra stress (on the unstressed syllable). Only the 
account presented here explains the pattern of development observed.
It is very important that the child builds on his own representation of the word. 
From a theoretical perspective this is important, because otherwise reference 
would have to be made to non-existent prosodic categories, like the first and third 
syllables, or syllables with stress. No such problems arise if we assume that the 
child expands its previous form by one prosodic unit (a syllable, as in stage 2, or
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a foot, as in stage 3). Further evidence for this comes from metathesised and 
reduplicated forms.
As has been shown, the child can take a new syllable of an adult word to inte­
grate it into its own form. It can place the extra syllable in initial position, thereby 
adopting the order of the syllables in the adult word. The other option is to place 
it after the form which it has already acquired. This, then, results in metathesised 
forms, like those in (11). These forms cannot be explained by assuming that the 
prosodic word or a two-syllable window is circumscribed, except by proposing 
an independent metathesis rule. But there seems to be'no motivation for such a 
rule.
(11) Metathesised forms aMt M d
ballon ‘balloon’ /,ba*bn/ [,bo:m*bamI, [iboi*nain] Catootje (1; 10) 
papier‘paper’ /pa:,pi:r/ Ppii'pa:] (I;10),(1;U )
Another option is the creation of a disyllabic form by reduplication of the child’s 
own form, as in the examples in (12). These cases also cannot be explained by 
selecting two syllables from the adult word. Rather, the child’s production forms 
expand from monosyllabic to disyllabic, but the circumscribed domain of the 
adult target has not changed. The only way to get an extra syllable is by redupli­
cation of the child’s form from the previous stage. These data can readily be ex­
plained if we assume that the child’s forms from previous stages are used as input 
for reduplication* rather than the adult forms.
(12) Reduplicatedforms5
balloonen ‘balloons’ 
konijnen ‘rabbits* 
kameel ‘camel* 
ballon ‘balloon’
5. Summary and conclusions
We have seen that the child’s system expands gradually and quite systematically. 
The data call for a non-linear approach, since they clearly demonstrate that stress 
and segmental content are largely independent. Furthermore, the developmental 
patterns can be described if we make use of the tools of prosodic theory. How­
ever, no answer has been provided to the question of how such an account can be 
incorporated into a parametric approach to prosodic theory. There may be two 
reasons why parametric approaches have not been successfully applied to ac­
quisition data. First, they assume a fixed input string. But as we have seen, the 
child’s output may serve as its own input. That is, the child’s previous form is an 
important factor for the way its system develops. The child’s forms are not fixed,
adult child
/(bo'bnoCny ppaponra] Noortje (2;5)
/kotaema/ [’ka’keino] (2;7)
to ta le# [‘kai’ke] Tom <2;0)
/,ba*bn/ [*pa:*bo:n] 0;1J)
[‘bam'bon) (2;0)
[’pai'pon] (2,1)
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but are constantly in transition. Second, parametric approaches assume a parsing 
algorithm, whereas in child language, mapping of segmental material to a pro­
sodic template plays a veiy important role. This mapping procedure is not part of 
parametric approaches. Only when more is known about developmental patterns 
will parametric approaches be more successful.
Notes
♦ I am grateful to Colin Ewen, Hany van der Hulst, Aditi Lahiri, Claartje Levelt and Jeroen van der 
Weijer for their comments and criticisms at various points of developing ideas in this paper. This 
work was supported by the Foundation for Linguistic Research (Stichting Taalwetenschap) which 
is funded by the Dutch Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) (project number 
300-171-015). An extended version of this paper can be found in Fikkert (1994).
1 Unstressed syllables refer to all kinds of syllables without primary stress. Although at some point 
children differentiate between full and reduced syllables, this occurs later in development. At the 
early stages schwas are typically replaced by full vowels.
2 Not all children have a high percentage of stress errors in disyllabic words with final stress, for 
example Jarmo and Eva behave differently. However, they typically have a high percentage of de­
leted initial unstressed syllables (see Table 1).
3 Truncated words arc often subject to segmental changes. The environment in which these changes 
may occur is the following: if the stressed syllable begins with a coronal consonant, and the initial 
unstressed syllable begins with a labial or dorsal consonant, assimilation can take place, as in the 
following examples: adult child
konijnljes ‘rabbits’ (dim.) /koi’nEiritps/ fkeitjps] Jarmo (1;10)
gitaar‘guitar* /xiitar/ [’ka:J Jarmo (2;1)
ballon ‘balloon* /,ba'bn/ [“11131110], [’boma] Robin (1;7)
banaan ‘banana* /bai’nain/ [*ma:m] Noortje (2;2)
This seems to be spreading of either a place feature or the root node to the underspecified coronal 
consonant. That the feature [coronal] has a special status in child language is motivated independ­
ently in Fikkert & Levelt (1990) and Stembeigcr & Stoel-Gammon (1991). An assimilation pro­
cess apparently takes place before the rest of the word is deleted. In addition to assimilation we 
often find context-free substitutions concerning manner of articulation. Especially plosives often 
replace other manners of articulation.
4 The child’s word always consists of a foot, which is a minimal word. Therefore, the minimality 
constraint of prosodic theory, which demands content words to have minimally the size of a foot, is 
obeyed. In Fikkert (1994) I aiguc that at the first two stages of development the child has a disyl­
labic (quantity-insensitive) trochee. However, in some cases the foot can be subminimal, namely 
when the circumscribed foot of the adult target contains only one syllable. Addition of an extra
• syllable provides a way to resolve subminimality. If the circumscribed foot contains two syllables, 
they are both realised. Truncation is not an option here, because a foot cannot be made submini­
mal.
. 5 These forms represent stages 2 and 3.
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